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CONCURRENT TELEMETRY PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

Jerry Clark
Lockheed Martin Telemetry & Instrumentation

ABSTRACT

Improved processing techniques, particularly with respect to parallel computing, are the
underlying focus in computer science, engineering, and industry today. Semiconductor
technology is fast approaching device physical limitations. Further advances in computing
performance in the near future will be realized by improved problem-solving approaches.

An important issue in parallel processing is how to effectively utilize parallel computers. It
is estimated that many modern supercomputers and parallel processors deliver only ten
percent or less of their peak performance potential in a variety of applications. Yet, high
performance is precisely why engineers build complex parallel machines. Cumulative
performance losses occur due to mismatches between applications, software, and
hardware.

For instance, a communication system’s network bandwidth may not correspond to the
central processor speed or to module memory. Similarly, as Internet bandwidth is
consumed by modern multimedia applications, network interconnection is becoming a
major concern. Bottlenecks in a distributed environment are caused by network
interconnections and can be minimized by intelligently assigning processing tasks to
processing elements (PEs). Processing speeds are improved when architectures are
customized for a given algorithm.

Parallel processing techniques have been ineffective in most practical systems. The
coupling of algorithms to architectures has generally been problematic and inefficient.
Specific architectures have evolved to address the prospective processing improvements
promised by parallel processing. Real performance gains will be realized when sequential
algorithms are efficiently mapped to parallel architectures. Transforming sequential
algorithms to parallel representations utilizing linear dependence vector mapping and
subsequently configuring the interconnection network of a systolic array will be discussed
in this paper as one possible approach for improved algorithm/architecture symbiosis.
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PROBLEM REPRESENTATION

Algorithms can be expressed in many different ways — commonly natural language,
programs, or graph structures are used. Implicitly, sequential algorithms are slow. Thus,
our goal is to detect parallelism in algorithms that are normally expressed in sequential
form. To do so requires that variables used to represent inputs, outputs, data, and control
be analyzed. The resulting analysis should produce constructs to determine whether the
algorithm can be mapped to a parallel structure, what the basic architecture should look
like, and other design information.

DATA DEPENDENCIES

Variables within an algorithm represent physical data that must be stored during
processing. Commonly, variables can be mapped to a register or latch in a hardware
design. The relationship between these variables can be described temporally and spatially.
Temporal aspects of a variable refer to the data flow or sequence in which the specific data
is referenced. Spatial attributes refer to the variable scope or the visibility of a variable
within a process. Variable relationships, both temporal and spatial, are termed data
dependencies. Consider the following hypothetical algorithm composed of three statements
Si:

S1: A=B+C
S2: B=A+E
S3: A=A+B

Example 1. Hypothetical Algorithm

Note that variable A is generated (output) in statement S1. Variable A is used (input)
within S2. Finally, A is both used (input) and generated (output) in S3. In general, the
variables on the left-hand side (LHS) of the assignment operator are the generated
variables and the elements on the right-hand side (RHS) of the assignment operator are the
used variables. Dependence vectors are created by subtracting the generated from the used
variables. Dependence vectors and matrices will be discussed later. For now, it is
important to see that various statements within a program have dependencies on other
statements. Figure 1 shows the various dependencies on a single variable A.



Figure 1. Dependencies on Variable A from Example 1 Algorithm

Data dependence graphs are often used to visualize simple algorithm/variable
relationships. Figure 2 depicts dependencies for each variable in Example 1.

Figure 2. Data Dependence Graph (DDG)

Seven dependencies exist for the three statements Si shown in Figure 1. Three basic
dependencies are used to analyze and transform a sequential algorithm: data flow
dependence, data anti-dependence, and data output dependence.

Data Flow Dependence
Definition — Data flow dependencies are variable relationships in which the generated
variable occurs before it is used. An analogy is writing before reading (WBR).

In Figure 2, d1, d2, and d3 are dependencies in which the generated variable (LHS) was
defined before another statement Si referenced this variable on its RHS. A simple arrow is
drawn from the generated variable to the used variable.



Data Anti-Dependence
Definition — Data anti-dependencies are variable relationships in which the used (RHS)
variable occurs temporally before it is defined or generated on the LSH. An analogy is
reading before writing (RBW).

In Figure 2, d4, d6, and d7 are by definition data anti-dependencies. An additional line is
added to the simple arrow from the generated to the used variable to denote this
dependency.

Data Output Dependence
Definition — Data output dependencies are variable relationships in which the generated
(LHS) variable is dependent on the same previously generated variable.

In Figure 2, only d5 is data output dependent. This dependence type is denoted between
the temporally disjointed generated variables by adding a circle to the connecting arrow.

DEPENDENCE VECTOR

Many algorithms use arrays or matrices to specify statement-level definitions within an
algorithm. A generalization for individual dependencies between the generated and used
variables of a single dimension as shown in Example 1 can be extended to n-dimensional
space. This extension is realized using a dependence vector D. Recall that subtracting the
generated from the used portion of a statement S produces D. Thus, the dependence
vector D is defined as:

D = I  - I (1)2  1

where I  is the index set for the used variables and I  is the index set for the generated2          1

variables. Dependence vector elements are simply integer values that indicate how many
iterations exist between the generated and used variables.

To compose a dependence vector D, first locate all pairs of generated/used variables. Then
subtract I , from I . Specific examples will be given and special cases will be discussed for1 2

handling resultant dependence vector element signs.



Dependencies can be variable if one or more of the index sets I  or I  are generated from a1  2

function. This type of dependency is referred to as a variable dependency and is not
addressed in this paper. Index vectors composed of simple integer values are termed
constant dependencies and produce a regular or repeatable pattern during algorithm
evaluation.

INDEX SETS AND DEPENDENCE VECTORS

The basic trade-off that parallel designers face is balancing the algorithm performance
improvement (speedup) with the space required for the PEs (area) to implement the
transformed algorithm. Fundamentally, this is a temporal/spatial trade-off.

Transforms can be defined that take the dependence vector from sequential space to a new
partitioning in optimized parallel space. Index sets denoted by J  are an nth-dimensionaln

index set of an algorithm with n nested loops. Each point in the nth-Cartesian space is a
distinct instance of the algorithm index set. Example 2 depicts an algorithm whose
generated and used variables are composed of a 3-dimensional vector or matrix derived
using the index set J  = {(j ,j ,j ) 1# (j ,j ,j ) # N }3

0 1 2   0 1 2

Example 2. Index Sets, Dependence Vectors, and Matrices

Dependence vectors di for Example 2 are computed below.

Used - Generated
d1 = (j -1,j +1,j ) - (j ,j ,j ) //on variable a0 1 2 0 1 2

d2 = (j -1,j +1,j +1) - (j ,j ,j ) //on variable b0 1 2 0 1 2

d3 = (j -1,j +2) - (j ,j ,j ) //on variable b0 2 0 1 2

d4 = (j ,j -3,j +2) - (j ,j ,j ) //on variable b0 1 2 0 1 2

A restriction must be adhered to when originally creating di by subtracting index sets I2

and I . If the first non-zero element in di is less than zero, then the signs of all elements in1

the vector are reversed. For instance, if di = (0,0,-2,4), then di is changed to (0,0,2,-4). 



This sign change accounts for a data anti-dependency defined earlier in this document.
Dependence matrix D is composed of dependence vectors di and is written as follows:

SEQUENTIAL TO PARALLEL ALGORITHM MAPPING FUNCTIONS

Now that a construct has been defined which models the variable dependencies within an
algorithm A, it is desirable to transform A to a parallel realization if possible. Let T be a
transform function that operates on dependence matrix D.

Definition: T is a valid transformation function of algorithm A into Â if:
Algorithm Â is input-output equivalent to A,
T is a bisection and monotonic function defined on the index set J ,n

The index set of Â is the transformed index set of A, namely ®®  = T(J ), andn  n

Dependencies  of Â are the transformed dependencies of A.  = T(D)

®®  = T(J ) (2)n  n

  = T(D) (3)

Since T is a bisection and monotonic by definition on J , thenn

D > 0 ||  = T(D) > 0 (4)

This implies that the first element in the columns of D, the first element of di, the
dependence vector, must be greater than 0.

TRANSFORMATION MATRIX T

The transformation function T is chosen to optimize both temporal and spatial elements for
a parallel architecture. This is the classic speed/area trade-off that designers must balance
when specifying a hardware or software solution.

The essence of index set transformation is to find a function that transforms a sequentially-
ordered index set into another index set on which a parallel-execution ordering exists [1].
T is composed of both temporal (AA) and spatial (S) elements.



(5)

To simplify the selection of T for a sample problem, let T be composed of strictly
temporal elements AA. Thus, T = [AA]. This implies that the algorithm execution speed is of
primary concern and S, the area parameter, will be addressed later.

Suppose we wish to find a transform T for Example 2. Using the dependence matrix D

a transformation matrix T is found.

Using equation (2), the following linear equations are derived.
¯  = t  j  + t  j  + t  j 0  11 0  12 1  13 2

¯  = t  j  + t  j  + t  j 1  21 0  22 1  23 2

¯  = t  j  + t  j  + t  j 2  31 0  32 1  33 2

Using equation (4) the conditions for elements t  are derived.ij

AA d  > 0:....................t  - t  > 01  11  12

AA d  > 0:....................t  - t  > 02  11  13

AA d  > 0:....................t  + t  - 2t  > 03  11  12  13

AA d  > 0:....................t  - 2t  > 04  12  13

Several transformations AA = [t  t  t ] can be found by hand or using a computer. Five11 12 13

possible transforms are shown in Table 1.



Table 1. Selected AA (time) Transformations for Example 2

AA AA D Start Point End Point Parallel Time

AA  = [2 1 0]1 (1 2 3 3) 1 1 X N N X 3N-2

AA  = [1 0 -1]2 ( 1 2 3 2) 1 X N N X 1 2N-1

AA  = [1 0 -2]3 ( 1 3 5 4) 1 X N N X 1 3N-2

AA  = [0 -1 -2]4 ( 1 2 3 2) X N N X 1 1 3N-2

AA  = [2 0 -1]5 ( 2 3 4 2) 1 X N N X 1 (3N-1)/2

The parallel computation time, t , shown in the last column of Table 1, was computedA

using equations 6 and 7 below,

(6)

which symbolically is written:

(7)

I  and I  are the index sets for the used (RHS) and generated (LHS) in the sequential1  2

algorithm A, respectively. max AA is the largest temporal vector from AA if more than one
vector is defined. For Example 2, max AA = AA  = [2 0 -1]. min AA is the smallest element of5

AAD. Using Table 1, the smallest element in the vector (2 3 4 2) is 2. Choosing AA  implies5

that the sequential algorithm in Example 2 can be transformed using T. Parallel processing
time is t  = (3N-1)/2.A

The sequential processing time, t  for Example 2 is simply the product of the end points ins

the loop. t  = N * N * N = N . The processing improvement or speedup factor, S  is defineds                p
 3

as the sequential processing time, t  divided by the parallel time, t .s      A

(8)



For Example 2, using AA , the speedup factor is:5

For N=10, a speedup factor of approximately 68 is achieved.

CONFIGURING PARALLEL HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

Once an acceptable transformed dependence vector or matrix  is found such that the
temporal and spatial parameters are optimized according to the parallel designer’s
specifications, the configurable hardware architecture must be composed. For the purposes
of this paper, a systolic array of distributed PEs will be assumed. Figure 3 depicts a
systolic array. The figure also shows a possible interconnect structure.

Figure 3. Systolic Array for Example 2 Algorithm

The interconnect network can be described by simple vectors. For instance, let P be a
2-dimensional vector: P = (p , p ). Then a set of (i,j) vectors can be specified thati  j      Pk

describes the interconnect shown.

P implies that arrows connecting PE nodes N(j,i-1) and N(j,i) from Figure 3 may be
described by p2. Similarly, rows connecting nodes N(i,j-1) and N(i,j) are described by p1.
Note that although the systolic array is shown 2-dimensionally, the interconnect dimension
is not implicitly constrained. Any n-dimensional interconnect network can be formed from
P(p , p , p ...p ). Large interconnect array structures are much more difficult to visualize1  2  3 k

than a regular array structure as shown in Figure 3.

Temporal parameter AA for a selected T will specify the sequence in which each processing
element must be given algorithm A parameters to optimize temporal constraints. Spatial



parameter S is used to configure the systolic array with the optimal interconnect to reduce
the amount of system resources (area) required for the processing task.

The question now arises how to select the space transformation S such that the
transformed algorithm fits into a systolic array? This may be done by constraining the
modified data dependencies to match the systolic array interconnections. Figure 3 shows
the implicit equation:

P = SD (9)

The normal task faced by the designer is that D is derived from the algorithm. P is real
hardware that normally has a programmable interconnect structure with a finite
connectivity limit. The problem therefore is to find S. The actual interconnect may differ
from the configuration parameters of P. Thus, equation (9) is modified to

SD = PK (10)

and K is defined as the utilization matrix used to scale P to the correct dimension.
0 # k (11)ji

1 # E  k  # AA d (12)j ji   i

From Example 2 and Table 1, recall that AA  = ( 1 0 -1) was found to be a valid space2

optimization vector in T. The transformed dependence vector AA  is =AAD = [1 2 3 2 ].2

Next, a computer is used to generate all permutations of the K matrix and find a T whose
AA parameter matches AA . T is then constructed using equation (5). Finally, the transformed2

dependence matrix is found using equation (3). The results are summarized for brevity.

The last two rows in  are S. It should be clear that S and P are now identical since the
utilization matrix K was introduced. Thus, S specifies the correct interconnect matrix
shown in Figure 3. The shaded nodes represent systolic elements needed to both optimize
the area resources and increase processing performance. With the given information, a
table could be constructed permuting each original index set J  = (j   j    j ).3

0   1   2

Using equation (2) each of the ®®  elements may be computed. The first table element of      3

®® , ¯  denotes that the time node N in the systolic array is active. ¯  and ¯  specify the3
 0              1   2

2-dimensional index into the systolic array identifying the actual node. For example, if the 



original algorithm index set is J  = (j   j    j ) = (1 1 1) the transformed index set ®®  is :3                 3
0   1   2

¯  = 0,  ¯  = 3, and ¯  = 1. So at time 0, Node (3, 1) is active. Other nodes may also be 0     1     2

active at time 0 and may be found from a permuted table or from equation (2) directly.

CONCLUSION

Proper algorithm partitioning and assignment to PEs can achieve significant performance
improvements. Example 2 demonstrated that simply assuming a loop index N= 10
produced a performance increase of 68 over a sequential implementation.
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